
Mary @gmail.com>

RE: MoneyPak Claim <<#553693-762763#>>
2 messages

Merline - Email Support Team <fraud@moneypak.cust-serv.com> Wed, Nov 12, 2014 at 6:49 AM

To: 

Dear ,

 

Please know that MoneyPak works the same as cash and the funds are not insured against loss. Since you provided

the MoneyPak information to another party and there were no funds to be recovered, you won't receive a refund.

 

 If you believe you may be a victim of fraud contact your law enforcement agency and we'll work with them

directly. For more information on how to protect yourself from fraud click here

 

Regards,

 

The Email Support Team

--- Original Message ---

From: Mary l <mary

Received: 2014-11-10 16:04:32

To: <fraud@moneypak.cust-serv.com>

Subject: MoneyPak Claim

Customer Name: Mary 

Phone: (909)

#1 MoneyPak Number: 13CACoe5LrRS3189

#1 MoneyPak Amount: 60.00

#2 MoneyPak Number: 13oM3aNjRnEP3123

#2 MoneyPak Amount: 60.00

Did you provide your MoneyPak number or receipt to another party?: Yes

What was the MoneyPak purchased for?: My Son Thomas 

Additional Comments:

I purchased two Greendot cards and I gave them to my son. When he tried to enter them onto his paypal account,

there was an error on both, and when he tried to re-enter them, the message stated that bith cards had a 0 balance.

Last Claim numbers are, FP-1936595 and FP-1936595
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Mary  <maryp @gmail.com> Wed, Nov 12, 2014 at 7:51 AM

To: Merline - Email Support Team <fraud@moneypak.cust-serv.com>

Yes, I gave the code to my son, but, it was he who was having an issue online regarding the pay pal online through

the website the website had an issue, and it was the cards that did not get reloaded due to website error. I have to

fight this because it isn't right. 120 dollars thrown away because of an website error? It's not going to happen. Please,

look into it further. I can understand if it was something else, but ut was an error on your website that caused this. My

son went through the dispute 3 times  before he was told I had to enter the dispute. I am not going to lose out on 120

dollars over the error.

Mary 
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